Greetings Fellow Yarnies!

Fall / Winter 2017

Another BEAUTIFUL summer day to enjoy before the North Winds come! I hope this email finds you all ready
for some knitting and R & R...
This fall/winter we have another line-up of class offerings that should stretch you and tweak a few techniques.
We have seasoned instructors and a couple new names in our arsenal this year. Please take the time to read
through the attached class descriptions to see what is new. As always, if you would like to take a class on a
Saturday, give me a call and I will start a list - only three students make a class!
The season kicks off with a FEAR Less Knitting class on September 27th OR 30th . I usually do this class just
before Halloween, but this year my spot was taken! This is an essential class for those who don't have a clue as
to how to fix mistakes, prepare to take your confidence to a new level and make knitting the hard stuff a little
easier. Come join us - this is really a fun, hands on class!
On October 5th we have our NEW gal, Jeannie May, stepping out with a class called Knitting 2 at a Time on
Two Circulars. For those who have the "Second Sock Syndrome", this class is for you! We are hoping that this
introductory class will lead to a sock class later in the year. This class has a 6 student limit so sign up quickly!
At the end of October (25th), Jo Rehbein is back to refresh our brioche skills. This will be a Basic Brioche class
starting with one AND two colors. Get on board now because in January (24th) she will be doing Advanced
Brioche (Jan. 24th) including increases/decreases and CABLES - OH MY!... which you will need when you join
the Brioche KAL in March! Jo's going to be a busy girl!
And then before things get too holiday crazy, on November 8th, Vickie Maslanka will be bringing her felting
skills back to The Copper Llama. I have a class sample here in the shop that is not only BEAUTIFUL but very
doable for the beginner! I can't wait for this class because it includes my new "love"... embroidery! Nice offering
Vickie!
This year we will try a class in early December (7th) with a Vintage Wool Box. For those who like to give
handcrafted gifts, this class is a MUST. In a little over 3 hours will transform a paper mache box in to a vintage
keepsake! Bring your imagination and a few tools and we'll get started! I just taught this class at Wisconsin
Sheep & Wool Festival and everyone left with BEAUTIFUL boxes!
And that takes us to February. We are still waiting to hear from Joyce, she has had a rough summer... she could
use a prayer or two. Nothing she won't get through, just a hard season in the pumpkin patch of life.
So, that's what is happening here at The Copper Llama! Please take some time and read through the attached
class descriptions, if you have questions - give me a call, I'd love to hear from you! YOU are what makes my day
and keeps me here... Sending Fall Blessings Your Way...
KathyK
The Copper Llama

